
We built our business around four best practices employed by Best-in-Class organizations:
 

Alignment      Accountability      Analytics      Operational Excellence 
 

Tap into these core capabilities with project-based collaborative consulting engagements,

working sessions and workshops designed to change behavior within your team, and/or

speaking engagements that inspire and motivate.

ACHIEVE GROWTH

DATA-DRIVEN, CUSTOMER-CENTRIC STRATEGY

Whether you're a Do-it-Yourselfer or need the skills, best practices or custom

projects, connect with us when you  need data, analytics, process measurement,

and strategic expertise. Leverage our proven experience to accelerate your growth,

create more customer value, and improve business performance.

Data decisions Marketing value Smart measurement

Make more effective and

timely data-derived

decisions regarding

customers, markets,

products and competitors

Improve and show the

value of marketing,

marketing effectiveness,

and efficiency

Leverage data analytics,

processes, and

measurement of KPIs that

truly matter and deliver

greater business impact

Ways you engage us

Austin, TX • visionedgemarketing.com • 512-681-8800 
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Since 1999 we've been focused on strategy and  performance

management that leads to growth. We've served 250+ customers

around the world in a variety of industries such as: financial services,

healthcare, logistics, manufacturing, education, and technology. 

We've sat in your chair and we're familiar with the challenges.

WHAT YOU

NEED TO KNOW

ABOUT US 

WHAT OUR

CUSTOM
ERS SAY 

VisionEdge Marketing served as our

guide for focusing on critical metrics to

show value. They helped us identify and

address data and process gaps,

formalized the processes, and change

up the pace.

Sean Kane

Director, Corporate Strategy &

Business Development, Mott Corp.

The most important element was the

concept of developing what VEM calls

an outcome-impact chain. These chains

served as the guide for how we would

measure the initiative and what data

would be required.

Ian Baring-Gould

Technology Manager, National Renewable

Energy Laboratory, DoE

With the new plan the organization

knows where to focus to augment

and gain market share and to

diversify their customer base. As a

result of the analysis it became clear

where there were new opportunities

to connect with customers.

Wally Devereaux

Managing Director Cargo and Charters,

Southwest Airlines Cargo

SEE MORE CUSTOMER

STORIES ON OUR SITE 
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